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Abstract 

Customer service is an important issue in today’s world. Customer service is something that 

customers have expectations of, because it greatly impacts their customer experience. As 

more and more companies are created every day, they are struggling with the problem of 

direct communication between the company and a customer.  

 

In most of these cases, typical communication with emails should suffice. However, some 

customers don’t like to use emails, they would rather use something that they use every day, 

like a chat application. Nowadays, a lot of companies make use of platforms such as 

Facebook to communicate with their customers. 

 

In this dissertation, a chatbot application will be presented, as well as a customer service 

application. The resulting product allows customers to submit issues with their orders, and 

customer service application is used for customer service agents to easily see all information 

about the user and their order, and to respond to the customer quickly.   
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Overview 
Customer service has always been one of the biggest concerns for a successful company. 

People need to be able to resolve their issues quickly and without any troubles. Recently, a lot 

of new companies started to adopt the chat-bot technology for communicating with 

customers. Advantages of that are: chat-bots can respond 24/7 at any time, chat-bots can 

reduce customer service workload, and they can be customised to do anything.  

The focus of the project is to create an ultimate platform for customer service for a food 

delivery company that will replace existing outdated means of customer service 

communication (emails). In order to do that, I will produce a customer service chat-bot that 

will interact with customers, as well as creating an admin panel for customer service 

employees where they can respond to queries where human interaction is needed.  

To produce this product, first I must identify existing ways of communicating through chat-

bots, and then build a bespoke solution for a food delivery company that will be adapted for 

company needs.  

This project is built in collaboration with Halalivery [1], a food delivery company that is 

based in Nottingham. Halalivery works in a similar way as Deliveroo and UberEats; customer 

orders food, restaurant/groceries store prepares the order, and drivers deliver from the place 

to a customer’s doorstep. Halalivery consists of three apps: customer app, driver app, and 

vendor app. So, there could be a point of failure, like the driver not delivering food properly, 

or restaurant/grocery store forgetting to confirm the order.  

1.2. Use cases and Business Problem Examples 
Right now, the biggest and easiest platform to build chat-bots is Facebook Messenger. 

Facebook offers tools to build interactive chat-bots and it offers the easiest way for customers 

to reach companies. This is useful for a customer since they’re able to use chat-bot in their 

habitual interface (Messenger), because they use it every day. Facebook offers widgets for 

chat-bots, which is a small piece of interface with buttons, input fields, date selection, etc.  

Recently, big companies started to adapt and develop chat-bot services for their own needs. 

For example, Uber allows customers to order a ride directly through Facebook Messenger, 

without the user having to open the Uber app. Pizza Hut allows customers to order pizza to 

their place without the need to access the app or go to a website to order. eBay provides a 

customer chat-bot where customers can look up products  to look for, and where they can 

get information like order status or ask for help.  

1.3. Aims and objectives 
The aim of the project is to create a tool that allows customers to submit an issue with their 

food order in an easy and accessible way, and for simplifying customer support’s job to 

identify and fix customer’s issues.  
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Chatbot project would consist of: chatbot itself, API, and customer service portal. The 

objectives are as follows: 

1. Develop a chatbot that customers can message to, and where customers can see their 

orders with relevant information, and where customers can submit issues about their 

order. 

2. Implement an account linking process which will be used to link Facebook and 

Halalivery accounts.  

3. Implement a backend server (API) which will be used to send and receive data 

to/from chatbot and customer service portal. 

4. Implement a customer service portal for customer service agents which will show a 

list of submitted issues, and where agents can see all information about the order and 

message directly to the user through the chat window. 

5. Implement security measures to protect the backend server from unauthorised 

requests. 

 

1.4. Related work and Research 
 

Analysis. During the research, I have found a few relevant applications. The first of them is 

Chatwoot [2], which is an app for managing Facebook pages. It allows to provide customer 

support to users from the Facebook page through the web dashboard. There are some useful 

features that help customer support to provide a quick response like pre-defined templates 

and private notes.  

 

Figure 1 Chatwoot dashboard interface 

Another example of the customer service application would be ZenDesk [3]. For customer 

service, it uses a ticket approach. Through this application, customers can submit tickets 

through the system, and live agents are able to see tickets and respond to them. For a chatbot 

component, there is an application called Ada [4], which connects to ZenDesk, and it allows 
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to create chat-bots that can be integrated with ZenDesk ticket system. That way, customers 

can communicate with the chat-bot, and if chat-bot can’t provide an adequate response to 

their inquiry, customers can directly submit a customer service ticket to ZenDesk.  

The problem with those solutions is that it is not a bespoke software, and therefore can’t be 

adapted well to specific company needs. 

There are plenty of chat-bots that exist as a standalone service. Osome [5] is a bookkeeping 

service that is made for Singaporean businesses that manage accounting and secretary, all 

through the chat-bot. For them, chat-bot helps customers to communicate directly with the 

bookkeeping company. Most important things they learned while making that product is to 

always show to a user who is talking to them: bot or human, and to reduce the response time 

so that chat-bot experience will feel like it saves time, compared to other means of 

communication. Speed is their main aspect; they try to respond to complex queries within the 

first 15 minutes, and chat-bot responds with simple queries if customers need an answer that 

can be answered by a bot. Another useful aspect they found out is customer development: by 

using chat-bot, the company always has a direct mean of communication with the customer. 

There’s no need to communicate by calling them or sending an email. If there is any feedback 

that is needed by a company, they can message and ask the customer directly. In preliminary 

research by Osome, they found out that communicating by chat is much easier than 

communicating by email in terms of recognising natural language. When the customer writes 

an email, they usually ask many questions on different topics. It’s harder to parse this kind of 

message and respond to each question correctly. When the user communicates by chat, the 

customer usually writes short sentences and asks questions one-by-one. It is much easier to 

parse and reply to messages from chat than parsing information from emails.  

 

 

 

2. System Requirements 
 

2.1. Overview 
In this section, requirements of the whole system, including chatbot, backend API server, and 

customer service portal, will be discussed. The requirements are split into two categories: 

functional and non-functional. Functional requirements are the statements the system should 

provide, how the system should react to particular inputs, and how the system should behave 

in particular situations [6]. Non-functional requirements are constrains on the functions 

offered by the system, which include constraints on the development process and constraints 

imposed by certain standards. Non-functional requirements often apply to a whole system. 
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2.2. Functional requirements 
 

Chatbot. Chatbot must have:  

1. A way for the customer to see their past orders  

2. A way for the customer to submit an issue about specified order 

3. A way for the customer to see order’s receipt: date and time, item list, item price, 

address, payment summary 

4. A way for the customer to get available places to order by specified postcode 

5. A way for the customer to get a menu for a  specified marketplace 

Backend API server. API server must have: 

1. An authentication view for linking Facebook and Halalivery accounts 

2. An endpoint for getting user’s orders for chatbot 

3. An endpoint for getting marketplaces by postcode 

4. An endpoint for reporting an issue that comes from a chatbot 

5. An endpoint for getting issues, which will be served to a customer service portal 

6. An endpoint for sending a message to the user by specified order ID 

7. An endpoint to serve a customer service portal (SPA) 

Customer Service portal. Portal will be used for communicating between customer service 

agents and customers. A portal: 

1. Must show a list of issues that were submitted by customers, with relevant 

information such as customer’s name and vendor name 

2. Must show a detailed view of a selected issue, with issue information such as a list of 

items that were ordered, and vendor’s name, address and a phone number so that 

customer service agent can quickly solve a problem 

3. Must have a chat window on a detailed issue view, where a customer service agent 

can communicate with the user by typing messages 

 

2.3. Non-functional requirements 
 

Compatibility.  

The backend system must be able to run on any machine that is capable of running Python. 

The system must be installed on a public host so that other services are able to communicate 

with the backend. The machine must also be able to run the PostgreSQL database, so that 

database records can be saved and used. MySQL is also supported, although some changes 

have to be made in order to support it. [7] 

Frontend system works on client machines, and support for modern browsers must be 

ensured. This includes any browser that is capable of running ECMAScript 5 [8] (Internet 

Explorer 8 and below are not supported).  
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Chatbot must be able to run on any machine that is capable of running Node.JS. Chatbot must 

also have a public callback URL, that is publicly available, and SSL-secured. This is because 

of Facebook requirements, which only allows sending webhook data to HTTPS URLs. [9]  

Performance. Chatbot must be able to handle multiple users at once and perform under 

heavy load. API server must be able to handle multiple requests from the chatbot and 

customer service portal at once.  

Security and validation. API server stores and serves a lot of user data, which can be 

sensitive. Therefore, some measures must be taken in order to secure it and to comply with 

the Data Protection Act [10], such as only allowing authorised users and services to get user 

data.  

Communication between chatbot and backend API server must be secured by using an access 

token, which is included with each request. Access token then must be checked and 

confirmed as valid, and any requests without token or with invalid token must be rejected. 

Communication must also be HTTPS/SSL secured to prevent any malicious sources from 

tampering the data.  

API server also has to validate any input that is submitted to it and reject any request with 

invalid data submitted. 

 

3. Methodology 
 

3.1. Microservices 
 

Microservice Architecture has been increasingly more popular in the last few years. It is a 

way of developing applications through the association of independently deployed IT 

services. This way of methodology allows building around business processes and the 

requirements of the services. With the help of standard protocols of communication, such as 

HTTP requests and responses through API and message brokers, microservices can be 

written on different programming languages and can use different database technologies.  

 

With the traditional way to the creation of an IT system on the “monolith” principle, 

management focuses more on technology. Developer teams are formed on technological 

principle – developers, database administrators, data analytics, etc. This approach causes 

serious difficulties in implementing business functionality in an IT system since they need to 

be produced through cross-team interaction.  

Microservices allow forming independent (agile) cross-functional teams with a focus on a 

specific business task instead of technology. Such teams are self-sufficient, well-focused, use 

the approaches and technologies that are most effective in a particular case and allow them to 

switch from “project management” to “product”. 
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In microservices, each element performs only one function and can be “delivered to 

production” independently of other services, therefore, in order to make changes to the 

solution, it is not necessary to rebuild the entire algorithm. If there is a need for updating, 

debugging, restructuring, or making other adjustments, then it is enough to carry them out on 

a specific part of the IT system. For example, if there is a need to add a new method of 

payment or delivery on the website of an online store, it is enough to make changes in just 

one module. 

In reality, adding new feature one way or another will affect the rest, but the principle of 

microservice architecture allows to release production-ready releases at different times and it 

gives each team the opportunity to work in their own rhythm. That is, two functionalities can 

be developed in parallel, for example, adding search and delivery options, while code 

changes in one part of the system can happen very frequently (every day), and changes in the 

other part of the system take more time to develop – for example, if the release must be 

synchronised with the launch of business processes.  

3.2. Advantages of microservice architecture:  
- Simplicity. Instead of a single and highly complex IT system, developers work with a 

more manageable architecture, where each component is responsible for its function.  

- Increased stability. Since microservices are independent of each other, failures and 

defects in one of the microservice do not affect the work of the others. The system 

functions with minimal disruptions and downtime. 

- Quality scalability. When a corresponding need arises, it is not necessary to scale the 

entire system, dismantling it to the ground, it is enough to make the necessary changes 

only in a certain area. 

- Multiplatform. Microservices can work at any device, and also in cloud solutions.  

- Re-usability. Microservices can be redeveloped for other tasks and purposes after the 

initial launch.  

- Ability to use different technologies. Agile teams are not restricted to one platform 

or technology. With the microservices, teams can combine different technologies that 

work best in each area. 

3.3. Difficulties of integrating microservice architecture 
 

In a comparison of the “monoliths”, microservices open the next level of flexibility of 

operations through the creation of new business processes around the existing legacy 

systems. This is why today many people are focused on microservice transformations – its 

advantages are too obvious. 

However, there are a number of pitfalls in the implementation of such a transition from 

monolithic architecture to microservice architecture. 

Large number of microservices. When the company needs around 5-15 microservices, it’s 

adaptation and developing is not that hard. But when the company requires something like 

50-100+ microservices, the issue of scalability arises. How to avoid duplicating functionality 

and keep control of the process, and also to prevent the transformation of the new 

microservice architecture into the same monolith, from which they initially tried to leave? 
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Balance of flexibility and chaos. Flexibility is the necessary condition for a microservice 

approach, but if it’s not controlled, the risk of chaos in the system architecture increases 

dramatically. Understanding the principle of such “chaos” can often be a separate project. It 

is better to make restrictions from the beginning, even if it will postpone the release of the 

first functionality so that less time would be wasted in “dismantling fossils” of microservices. 

Time management. Changing the architecture of the IT system can’t occur instantly. It takes 

a lot of time, sometimes months/years. Not a lot of things are as complex as modern IT 

systems that are adapted to the needs of the business as well as specific ways of binding them 

together to each other. Nevertheless, despite the overall complexity of dismantling legacy 

systems, to rely on the “old school” IT approach in an era where the “New IT” paradigm is 

developing by leaps and bounds – means to condemn business to slow agony. Hence the need 

for microservice architecture, because it allows developers to write consistent code with the 

advantages of microservices.  

Modern microservice architecture is adopted by big companies like Amazon, Google, and 

Netflix. For example, Amazon makes changes into its products every 11,6 seconds [11], and 

Netflix constantly conducts selective shutdowns of computing nodes to verify the impact of 

such accidents on the overall quality of the product received by Netflix subscribers. [12]  

3.4.  Applying microservice architecture 
 

In the project, I will be applying microservice principles to my software product. There will 

be two main components – chatbot service, which is built on Node.JS, and web service, 

which is built on Python/Django web framework.  

 

Figure 2 Microservice architecture (chatbot and web app) 

Simply put, chatbot service will be responsible for sending messages to users by using 

Facebook API. This is done by sending requests to the Facebook endpoint with the required 

data (like the ID of recipient and message text). It will be also responsible for creating 

conversation components and filling them with relevant data – like rich-media, message 

templates, quick replies, buttons, menus and so on.  

Chatbot service will be responsible for receiving messages through Facebook and sending 

data (messages, issues) to backend service.  

The web application will be responsible for login procedure – linking the Facebook account 

with Halalivery account. It will provide the interface for users to type in their Halalivery 

account details, verifying if they are correct, and storing the Facebook User ID and 

Halalivery User ID together in a database record. If chatbot requires data such as order 

information, or user details from Halalivery, it asks the web application for that information. 
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Then, a web server can identify if the Facebook user has an active account with Halalivery, 

and if so, it asks the main Halalivery API service to provide that data.  

 

4. Design 
 

4.1. System Design 
 

The system consists of three main components: Chat-bot, API server and customer service 

portal - SPA (single-page application). Chatbot and API server runs on a server machine, 

while SPA is executed on a customer support machine (in a web browser).   

In Single Page Application, the application is fully loaded at once and the business logic is 

transferred from the client to the server. This results in client-heavy applications which 

communicate with the server through the API. There are three tiers that can be identified in 

Single Page Applications: presentation tier (which is a user interface built with HTML, CSS, 

and Javascript), business logic tier (getting data from API) and data tier (where data is 

stored). [13] 

Chat-bot and SPA both rely on an API server to fetch data. Chat-bot uses API server to get 

information about the user, and SPA uses the API server to get information about all recorded 

issues from users.   

This system structure is shown on a diagram below.  

 

 

4.2. Chatbot system 
 

Simply put, chatbot service will be responsible for sending messages to users by using 

Facebook API. This is done by sending requests to the Facebook endpoint with the required 

data (like the ID of recipient and message text). It will be also responsible for creating 

conversation components and filling them with relevant data – like rich-media, message 

templates, quick replies, buttons, menus and so on.  
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Chatbot service will also be responsible for receiving messages by using webhooks. 

Webhooks are “user-defined HTTP callbacks”. When a data source (Facebook) wants to emit 

an update to a service (such as a new message, postback event, etc.), it sends an HTTP 

request to a specified route at the chatbot’s domain. [14]  

Webhook events can be specified in Facebook Messenger Developer settings. For now, 

‘messages’, ‘messaging_postbacks’ and ‘messaging_account_linking’ webhooks are enabled. 

It means that if any of those events happen: new message, message postback (user pressed a 

button), account linking information – only those will be sent to chatbot callback URL.  

A programming library called Botkit [15] was used to develop chatbot service. It is a library 

that provides developers a platform-independent, language-like interface for building a 

chatbot. It is designed to easily build conversational user interfaces.  

The library is written in Node.JS, so it must be used to build a chatbot. The library contains 

lots of messaging platform integrations, such as Facebook Messenger, Slack, Web, Twilio, 

Google Hangouts and more. For this project, only Facebook Messenger is considered as it is 

one of the most popular platforms for chatbots, and it has lots of registered users already.  

Botkit includes deep integration with Facebook Messenger platform that allows to build user 

interfaces inside a chatbot. This is done by sending a customized attachment with specified 

buttons and “postback” payload. When the user clicks the button, chatbot receives a message 

that the user clicked a “chocolate” payload.   

 

Figure 3 An example of a template with a button 

Before a user is required to access the chatbot, the user is requested to perform an 

authorisation process so that Messenger account and Halalivery account are linked together. 

This is done by built-in Messenger authorisation flow, where the user clicks on a login button 

in Messenger and enters a Halalivery username and password. After a successful 

authorisation, a Halalivery token is stored in an API server database along with Facebook 

user ID. When an authorised user requests order information, chatbot sends a request to an 

API server with the user’s ID and checks if the user’s ID is in a database.  
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4.3. Backend API system 
 

API server is responsible for serving API endpoints, receiving and sending data to the chatbot 

and customer service portal, along with storing information about the linked user and their 

issues in a database. Since a lot of information passes through the API server, it is important 

to design it in a robust way so that other services that rely on API server will receive the 

expected data they want.  

Database model. The database model determines the logical structure of a database. For the 

API server, we need to store two things: information about linked users and information 

about recorded issues. This data comes from a chatbot service that sends that data to the 

endpoint.  

First, we need to determine which data is needed to store for API server. There are two things 

which are required based on requirements: data about linked users (with information such as 

Facebook ID and Halalivery token for authenticated data fetching) and a list of issues which 

are recorded by customers in a chatbot flow. Based on that information, two data models are 

created: LinkedUser and Issues.  

 

Security. API server has a built-in Django authorisation and user management mechanism 

that allows to protect endpoints from unauthorised requests. This is done by including an 

access token with the requests from a chatbot and SPA system. Since both systems require 

the same data, there is no need to build a permission-based restriction. For user management, 

it is only needed to set up “api” user account (which is used for chatbot), and customer 

service agent accounts for the web portal.  

Access token is a common way to protect API endpoints. With each request from a chatbot, 

an access token is included in request’s headers.  

 

Figure 4 Authenticated request 

Communication with data server is also done by using access tokens. When the user complete 

authorisation flow, a data server returns an access token, which is stored in the user’s record 

in a database. This mechanism allows using token to get specific user’s information without 

storing user’s login and password.  

Error handling and validation. API server is designed to be robust, in case that endpoints 

receive incorrect data. A common scenario where validation is needed is the account linking 

process. When the user enters login and password, backend system checks that information 
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with the Halalivery data server, and in such case where the server is unavailable or user 

enters incorrect login information, a correct error message must be shown to the user. 

Another example of error handling includes receiving data from a chatbot. Though it is 

unlikely, a chatbot can receive incorrect data from Facebook API, and relay it to a backend 

server. To make sure that the data from Facebook is correct, serializers are used in a backend 

server. Serializers allows complex data like Facebook user information to be validated. This 

is done by creating a data schema that must be satisfied for the serializer to be valid. 

class FbSerializer(serializers.Serializer): 

    id = serializers.CharField() 

    username = serializers.CharField() 

    first_name = serializers.CharField() 

    last_name = serializers.CharField() 

    full_name = serializers.CharField() 

    picture = FbPictureDataSerializer() 
 

 

Figure 5 An example of the serializer for Facebook data 

App structure. Backend server follows a strict app structure pattern. Each module is stored 

in its respective file: 

• Endpoint views are stored in app/views.py 

• Models are stored in app/models.py 

• Data serializers are stored in app/serializers.py 

• Forms are stored in app/forms.py 

• Custom middleware (disabling CSRF check) is stored in app/middleware.py 

• Admin panel model registering is stored in app/admin.py 

• App settings are stored in settings.py 

The structure follows the project skeleton standard from the official Django tutorial. [16] 

Structuring the application by modules makes it easier to find and edit each module that 

needs to be modified, and it results in time saved during the development process. Various 

part of the framework shouldn’t “know” about each other unless absolutely necessary [17]. 

 

4.4. Customer service portal 
 

As mentioned before, customer service portal is responsible for showing recorded issues, 

which come from customer’s submitted data in a chatbot. The portal provides customer 

service agent with a list of issues, along with a chat interface and relevant information such as 

vendor’s name, address, phone number and a list of items which have been ordered. The 

agent can send a message to a user directly through an interface, and it will relay it back to 

the user on Facebook Messenger.  

The aim of the portal is to simplify the communication and make it faster to respond to user’s 

issues.  
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4.4.1. User Interface Design 
Customer service portal’s design basis is taken from Material Design [18], which is 

developed by Google in 2014. Material Design is defined as “a visual language for users that 

synthesizes the classic principles of good design with the innovation of technology and 

science”. The customer service portal uses Material Design elements such as grids and lists. 

 

Figure 6 Material Design - list of issues 

For applying Material Design, Vuetify [19] is used, which is a semantic development 

framework for Vue.js that provides all the tools necessary to create application interfaces 

which solely rely on Material Design pattern.  

 

 

5. Implementation 
 

5.1. Chatbot system 
Overview. As mentioned before, chatbot is built on a Botkit framework, which includes 

many features to make it easier to develop chatbots. Other options were also considered, like 

Botpress [20], but as at the time of development, there was no Facebook integration 

available, which would have made development much harder.  

Conversation objects. For complex interactions between a chatbot and a user, conversation 

objects [21] are used. It is used to string together multiple messages, including questions for 

the user, into one cohesive unit. Conversations objects allow creating branching, data 

validation, repeating or looping through sections of dialogue. This is done by using threads 

feature that are pre-built chains of dialogue between the chatbot and a user. For example, 

threads can be used to make common scenarios like yes/no/quit prompts from the user: 
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Figure 7 Example of "threads". First, bad response thread is defined which sends a bad response message to the user. 

gotoThread function is used to go to "bad_response" thread, and then after the message is sent, a thread is set back to 

"default" 

Hears objects. In order to respond to the messages received by the user, chatbot needs to 

define “trigger” words. For example, if a user clicks on a button or types in a command, 

chatbot needs to differentiate between different entry points.  

controller.hears(['Orders'], 'message_received,facebook_postback', … 
 

 

In the figure above, we have a defined “controller” object and .hears method that is used to 

hear commands. Then, we have a ‘message_received’ parameter that is used for hearing a 

raw message – i.e. if a user sends “Orders” message, and also we have a 

“facebook_postback” that is used for Facebook Messenger button action – i.e. if the user 

clicks on “Get orders” with “Orders” postback button.  

Persistent Menu. Facebook Messenger allows creating a ‘persistent’ menu – which can be 

used anywhere by either swiping up (on a phone) or clicking on a menu button (web). The 

menu can be set with different elements that do different actions.  

  

Figure 8 Example of the persistent menu with Login, My orders and Search actions 

Chatbot web server. In order for a chatbot to receive data from the backend server, 

integrated web server (Express) is used. For now, only one action is needed, which is sending 

a message from a customer service portal back to the user.  
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Figure 9 Sending message from customer service portal back to the user on Facebook Messenger 

5.2. Backend API system 
 

Overview. The backend API system is developed using Django, which is a web framework 

on Python [22]. Django was chosen because for a number of reasons: Django has a lot of 

built-in stuff that makes developing back-end much easier; it has a built-in administration 

panel for easier editing and looking up data; and it is based on Model-View-Controller 

(MVC) design pattern, which means that backend code, database and front-end code 

(templates) are separated. It also has a lot of useful packages that help with development. All 

these factors are important for maintaining the application. 

Another dependency for backend application includes Django Rest Framework [23], a toolkit 

to build web APIs. It has some features like serializers and API authentication, which are 

used for parsing Facebook data and securing the endpoints.  

Views. A view function is a Python function that takes a web request and returns a web 

response [24]. The view itself contains a logic to process the request and returning an 

adequate response.  

 

Figure 10 An example of the view function that takes Facebook ID as a parameter and returns order information for the 

specified user. 

First, @api_view([‘POST’]) specifies that this view function only allows POST request to it. 

Any other types of requests such as GET, PUT, PATCH, etc – will be rejected. For this 

example, there are two validation checks for the request: if there is no “fb_id” in the request, 

an error is returned with a status code 400 (Bad Request). After that, there is a “if that record 

exists” check – if the record with specified “fb_id” is found – it saves the object to “user” 

variable, otherwise, it returns an “NotFound” exception with status code 404 (Not Found).  
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Views are used for serving customer service portal; is it a simple render function that takes 

HTML file as a parameter and returns it to the user. 

 

Database model. A model is a source of information about the data, that contains the 

database fields [25]. Models define the structure of data in the database. In the case of 

backend application, it is used for two models: “LinkedUser” and “Issue”. Each model has a 

number of fields with a specified type of data that can be inserted into a field.  

 

Figure 11 LinkedUser model 

Fields “ext_id”, “ext_username” and “ext_token” are used to store Halalivery account ID, 

username and unique token. The token is used to fetch order data and other data which 

requires authorization.  

 

Figure 12 Issue model 

The figure above is the Issue model. It contains “fb_id”, which is a Facebook ID of the user, 

“customer_id”, which is the customer ID of Halalivery account, “order_id” is the order ID 

which the issue relates to, and three JSON fields: profile, order and response, which are used 

to store extended data. “profile” field contains an extended profile of Facebook user, such as 

first/last name and profile picture. “order” field contains a full order information, like total 

amount paid, ordered items and information about the vendor. “response” field contains data 

about the user’s message, and it also contains NLP data. “date” field is auto-generated when 

the record is first inserted into database. 

Logging. For debugging purposes, logging module was used. Logger is the entry point into 

the logging system [26], and there are various logging modes that can be used, like: DEBUG, 

INFO, WARNING, ERROR and CRITICAL. For example, if an error has occurred, this code 

is used to log an error: 
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import logging 

logger = logging.getLogger(__name__) 

 

... 

logger.error('Something went wrong!') 

... 
 

 

Logging was used extensively throughout the backend server code, to ensure that it received 

correct data from chatbot and customer service portal. 

Admin panel. Django has a built-in administration panel that can be used to add/modify new 

users, as well as modifying custom model data. It reads metadata from existing models and 

shows all records that are stored for that model.  

 

Figure 13 Changing issue model data 

Linking process. Facebook Messenger Developer platform has an in-depth guide on how to 

build an account linking service [27]. First, a callback URL is registered by using the Log In 

button. This URL must be public, and SSL secured. Then, when the user clicks on a log in 

button, the user gets redirected to a callback URL, along with redirect_uri and 

account_linking_token. The only parameter that is needed is redirect_uri, which is used to 

redirect the user after a successful login. Account linking token is used for getting PSID (user 

id in scope of the page), but it is not necessary, as the backend receives ID from a chatbot 

service.  
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Figure 14 Linking flow 

5.2.1. Natural Language Processing 
NLP is used when the new issue is added by the user. It works by using Wit.AI Natural 

Language Processing service [28] which is integrated into Facebook Messenger. When the 

user submits an issue, NLP engine scans submitted message for possible matches from pre-

defined intents, such as food not delivered, wrong items, etc. If the match is found, NLP 

engine includes matched intent and confidence score with the message data. 

This feature allows to reduce each message into categories, which can be used to further 

analyse data. The list of submitted issues can be used to analyse on how many of those issues 

belong to each ‘fault’ category and filter them – for example, filter issues that are related to 

“not delivered” category or any other category. 

 

  

Figure 15 User's message and NLP result 

In order for NLP engine to work correctly, some training is required. In Wit.AI dashboard, 

it’s very easy to do so, all that is needed is a single sample message. Then, this message is 

assigned to new intent. After validation and training process, new intent can be seen in NLP 

data.  
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Figure 16 New intent "cold_food" has been added and tested 

Database queries can be used to filter out specific issue categories. For example, if we need to 

get all issues that are related to “cold_food” category, this query can be used: 

 

Figure 17 Filtering NLP categories 

 

 

5.3. Customer service portal 
 

5.3.1. Overview 
A web portal is primarily built on Vue.js [29], which is a popular progressive JavaScript 

framework for building single-page applications. It is tiny in size (~24KB) and allows to 

easily create user interfaces. Vue.js is also very flexible, and because of MVVM architecture 

[30] (Model-View-ViewModel) allows to facilitate two-way communication between View 

and Model, which allows to create data bindings. That means that if data in a model changes, 

views are updated automatically based on new data.  

5.3.2. Routing 
In Vue.js, routing is done by a package called vue-router. It supports nested routes to nested 

components and offers simple API for navigation hooks and advanced control of routes.  

Routing is used for navigating through the list of issues. Whether a user clicks on a specified 

issue, the route gets changed in an address bar that shows that it is in the “Chat” view and 
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also it shows ID of the issue. That is useful if someone from customer service wants to send 

the link to another agent and show the specific issue.  

 

Figure 18 An example of Chat route with ID 2 

  

Figure 19 router/index.js file and routing push example 

5.3.3. Fetching data from API 
For populating a list of issues, fetching a data from API is required. This is done by sending a 

GET request to API server, receiving JSON data and populating HTML file with received 

data. Axios was used for sending requests [31], which is a promise-based HTTP client that 

can be used in a web browser.  

 

Figure 20 Getting data from API in a mounted lifecycle 

This process is done in the mounted lifecycle when the component first gets mounted (i.e. 

loaded). Then, after getting data, it iterates through the array of issues and displays a single 

tile for every issue in an array.  

 

Figure 21 Example of iteration through the array of issues 

 

Figure 22 Example of usage of iterated data 
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5.3.4. Deploying 
For deploying a Vue application, building (compiling) is necessary to convert Vue code into 

compiled Javascript code. This is done by doing npm run build command, that runs the 

Webpack building process. Webpack [32] is a JavaScript module bundler, that merges code 

from multiple files into one. While Webpack bundles the code itself, it also transforms code 

with plugins and necessary loaders. For the app, Webpack transforms Vue code into the 

HTML, CSS and JS that browsers can consume.  

To make it easier to deploy an application, I’ve created deploy.sh script that automatically 

builds Vue application and runs backend server.  

echo 'Run npm build' 

npm run build 

echo 'Done...' 

export PORT=8000 

echo 'Server runnning on port ' $PORT 

python3 manage.py runserver 
 

 

Figure 23 deploy.sh script 

5.3.5. Server configuration 
In order for the server to be publicly available with proper SSL configuration, I used Nginx 

[33], which is a high-performance web server that can also be used as a reverse proxy. 

Reverse proxy works as follows: backend application runs on port 8000, Nginx works on port 

80, and Nginx is configured to relay all traffic from domain to backend application. Benefits 

of doing this way and using Nginx as a web server are increased security (ensures that the 

identity of the backend system remains unknown) and better performance (better static file 

serving).  

 

Figure 24 Reverse proxy configuration 

 

6. Evaluation 

6.1. Overview - Chatbot 
Tests are an important part of the project of any scale, and it is critical to test every function 

thoroughly to ensure that it works correctly. Because of the nature of the project (chatbot), to 

test each function within the scope of the chatbot flow, we need to send messages and interact 

with the interface normally.  
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In the testing, a black-box approach is used for testing chatbots [34], using observation and 

evaluation of the response.  

These are the available flows in the chatbot:  

• Login flow 

• My orders flow 

• Search by postcode flow 

6.1.1. Login flow 
The login process is where customers inputs login and password from Halalivery account. 

When the user clicks on “Login” through the menu or sends a “Login” message, chatbot 

replies back with a log in button. User clicks on a log in button, and a web view shows 

username and password fields where the user should put their account details into. The log in 

process should be done within 5 minutes of pressing the button, otherwise Facebook throws 

an “Account Linking Failed” error.  

 

Figure 25 Linking process 

 

6.1.2. My orders flow 
This is where users can see their past orders, including information about the order (receipt) 

and it’s where users can submit a problem with their order. When a user clicks on a “My 

orders” button, chatbot requests data from backend server about available past orders. If there 

are no orders or the user is not logged in, the following message is shown: 

 

 

If the user has past orders, chatbot sends a “carousel” with all the past orders, with “More 

details” and “Need help” buttons:  
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When a user clicks on a “More details” button, chatbot replies with a receipt about the order. 

The receipt includes ordered items with names, description and price, order time, payment 

method, delivery address and payment summary.  

 

Figure 26 Receipt of the order 

When a user clicks on a “Need help” button, the user is presented with a quick summary of 

the order, including time of expected delivery and order time. Chatbot also suggests quick 

replies with “Yes” and “No” options. 

 

Figure 27 "Need help" flow 

 

When the user clicks on “Yes”, chatbot asks the user to describe the problem. Chatbot also 

suggests some common problems like an order being not delivered, wrong items, food is 

cold, etc.   
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Figure 28 "Need help" flow cont. 

 

User types in a description of the problem or click on those quick replies. After the user’s 

problem explanation, an issue is recorded and sent to the backend server.  

 

Figure 29 Issue is recorded into the database 

 

 

6.1.3. Search by postcode flow 
This is where postcode validation is required. When the user clicks on the “Search by 

postcode” button, chatbot asks for the postcode input. If the postcode is invalid, chatbot 

replies with “Sorry I did not understand” message.  

 

Figure 30 Search by postcode flow 

If the postcode is valid, chatbot then sends a request to the backend server, and then the 

backend server sends a request to Postcodes.io API [35], which returns a location data for a 

specified postcode (latitude and longitude). Then, the backend server sends a request with 

latitude and longitude data to Halalivery API data server. If there are any matching places 

that deliver to that latitude and longitude, chatbot sends back a list of available places to 

order. If there are no matching places or those places are closed, chatbot sends a message 

saying that there are no available places to order from.  
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7. Summary and Reflections 
 

7.1. Project Management 
The whole work, including planning, designing, developing, and documentation work was 

split into multiple sprints.  

1. Sprint 1 – 15/10/18 – 28/10/18 

Goal: The goal of the first sprint was setting out requirements for the software and 

discussing the expected work with an external company (Halalivery) and project 

supervisor. 

Result: The sprint went as planned 

2. Sprint 2 – 29/10/18 – 16/11/18 

Goal: The goal of the second sprint was to identify existing software and the needs of 

the product. The goal was also to develop a design of the software and identifying the 

tools and libraries to use. 

Result: The second sprint didn’t go as planned, because of choosing the software 

which was not capable of delivering based on requirements. Initially, I planned to use 

Botpress, but their version had no integration with Facebook Messenger at the time of 

development. 

3. Sprint 3 – 17/11/18 – 10/12/18 

Goal: The goal of the sprint was to build a prototype of the chatbot.  

Result: The third sprint went as planned, although the prototype wasn’t able to 

respond properly because I required sample order data. 

4. Sprint 4 – 28/01/19 – 10/02/19 

Goal: The goal of the sprint was to build a prototype of the backend server which 

communicates with the main Halalivery API 

Result: Some features have been implemented, but not all of them. Basic 

authentication was working correctly.  

5. Sprint 5 – 11/02/19 – 25/02/19 

Goal: The goal of the sprint was to continue working on developing backend server. 

Result: Sprint went as planned, although authentication flow had to be redone for 

native Facebook log in flow. Order data fetching was working correctly. 

6. Sprint 6 – 26/02/19 – 10/03/19 

Goal: The goal of the sprint was to build a prototype of a customer service dashboard 

Result: Sprint didn’t go as planned as I was still learning about Vue.js framework. 

7. Sprint 7 – 11/03/19 – 24/03/19 

Goal: The goal of the sprint was to continue building a prototype of the dashboard 

and hooking up chatbot, backend server and dashboard together. 

Result: Chatbot and backend server communication work correctly, but I still had to 

spend some time in order to get dashboard working. 

8. Sprint 8 – 25/03/19 – 7/04/19 

Goal: Final chatbot, backend server and dashboard deployment and adding ‘Search 

by Postcode’ feature 

Result: The sprint went as planned. 
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7.2. Future Development 
 

The best possible way for future development is to deploy a production-ready application so 

that real customers can use the chatbot. It includes deploying an application to Halalivery 

server and creating a sub-domain specifically for a chatbot. However, there would be a need 

for further improvements like making linking accounts more user-friendly for mobile devices 

and making sure that the application fully complies with the Data Protection Act [10].  

Another possible way for future development is to integrate a chatbot into Halalivery 

customer iOS/Android app, but that will require a complete re-development as current 

version of chatbot is deeply integrated with Facebook Messenger features.  

7.3. Personal Development 
This project has helped me learn new technologies, such as frontend development with Vue.js 

and chatbot development, which will be very helpful in a future career. It has also helped 

with experience with project planning, project estimation and time management.  

7.4. Summary 
Overall, the project went quite well. There were a few planning issues at the start of the 

development process, but overall the application works well and performs all the functions 

needed.  
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